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The Coalition for More Homes was brought together in 2016, asking Councillors
to pass the Auckland Unitary Plan. We have reignited the Coalition for 2021 and
beyond, to advocate for the implementation of the National Policy Statement on
Urban Development (NPS-UD) in Auckland.
The NPS-UD is an opportunity to increase the supply of homes close to local
centres, amenities, jobs and rapid transit routes. This is an opportunity to form a
broader coalition - a Coalition for More Homes
Core team members (not aligned to an organisation) are passionate about cities,
housing and transport, making cities more equitable, sustainable and better for
everyone now and into the future. The Coalition includes peak body organisations,
social welfare organisations, developers, industry leaders and housing advocates.
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Introduction
We acknowledge the bipartisan drafting of the Bill, something rarely done in
Parliament. This is a strong acknowledgment of the seriousness of New Zealand’s
housing crisis.
We strongly support the intent of the Medium Density Residential Standards
(MDRS), enabling three storeys everywhere allows for the full scale of housing
typologies from stand-alone homes to terraced houses to three storey apartments, to
be built in all neighbourhoods to meet different demands.
However, most of New Zealand’s experience with suburban medium density housing
to date has been with ‘sausage flat’ and ‘infill’. However, these typologies often
have issues with privacy, private space, and sunlight access. The MDRS is likely to
exacerbate these issues.
We are proposing a number of changes to make them even more effective at
enabling quality development. The aim of our alternative standards is to incentivise
development which will deliver better design outcomes for outlook spaces,
privacy and sunlight access.
These were developed in consultation with a number of architects and urban
designers who work regularly with developers building medium density urban
developments.
Like villas of the 1800s, bungalows of the early 1900s, or the state houses of the
1940s, these rules will shape the built form of our cities for generations to come.
Getting them right isn’t only important to make them politically resilient today, but to
make sure they’re built for our needs tomorrow.
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The challenge of intensification
In most cities in New Zealand, we have quite long and narrow sites, which are
challenging to intensify while delivering good design.
Suburban planning zones have rules that stop building close to the boundaries of the
site. These are:
• Height in Relation to Boundary (HIRTB) where you have a recession plane from
the boundary which the building must sit within.
• Setbacks or yard requirements which mean no part of the building can sit within x
metres of the boundary.
‘Sausage flats’
These rules mean that on narrow sites, developers trying to build multi-unit housing,
are forced to flip created housing oriented along the depth of the site, with shared
walls like width-wise cuts of a sausage.
As the walls are parallel to the street front, this necessitates windows primarily
overlooking neighbouring properties. In this way, planning rules which attempt to
mitigate the issues with new developments, have the unintended consequence of
actually exacerbating them.
The alternative MDRS standards will make it easier to achieve 3 storeys on most
sites and this is great for enabling more homes. However, they will exacerbate these
issues by allowing the development of three storeys closer to, but still not at the
boundar.

A “sausage flat” filling the planning envelope by the
MDRS on a 20m x 40m site.
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The placement of the building within the site also serves its residents poorly, a
sausage flat leaves 4 thin strips of outdoor space, too small to be useful for anything.
As a neighbourhood gets built out in this style, they’re likely to leave each other in
semi-permanent shade.

As neighbouring sites have “sausage flats” built the
issues are exacerbated
This will ultimately reduce the number of additional dwellings enabled by MDRS,
as the risk of having your view and sun built-out makes medium density living less
appealing, especially to families looking to put down long-term roots in a community.
We want to incentivise good design outcomes by introducing standards that
enable medium density while encouraging development that minimises those poor
outcomes.Auckland Council
Map

´

‘Sausage flats’ in Royal Oak, Auckland

DISCLAIMER:
This map/plan is illustrative only and all information should be
independently verified on site before taking any action.
Copyright Auckland Council. Land Parcel Boundary information
from LINZ (Crown Copyright Reserved). Whilst due care has
been taken, Auckland Council gives no warranty as to the
accuracy and plan completeness of any information on this
map/plan and accepts no liability for any error, omission or use
of the information. Height datum: Auckland 1946.
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Perimeter blocks
By removing the HIRTB and yard requirements at the front of the site, we can bring
development right up to the front and side boundaries of the property. This means
windows and balconies can become oriented towards the street and back, and all the
open space gets unified as a single, large backyard.

The style of development incentivised by our standards.
When multiple neighbouring sites are developed in this manner, you get a perimeter
block, the common typology in most European cities.
With visibility towards the street and backyard, there’s no risk of peering into others’
living rooms. The outlook towards the street in fact brings a benefit: a phenomenon
identified by famous urban planning advocate Jane Jacobs as “eyes on the street”,
which is thought to make neighbourhoods safer and build stronger community ties.
Unlike the ‘sausage flat’ typology, the perimeter block housing typology can readily
be built side-by-side without imposing any issues upon each other. There is never
any risk of being built out as both outlooks (the street and backyard) are inherently
protected. A direct neighbour building taller will have a negligible effect on access to
sunlight.

Perimeter blocks in Eixample, Bareclona.
Image source: Alamy
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Our alternative Medium Density Residential Standards
Our recommended standards (see Table 1) aim to incentivise development at the
front of the site. As our cities slowly develop over time, we will work towards creating
perimeter blocks. In the process, strengthening street activation, safety and privacy
and efficiently using site area through development.
To do this, our standards enable higher density in the first 20 metres of the site,
by removing side yard and recession planes. This means developers seeking to
maximise floor space and units on the site, will put all or most of the development in
this space and less towards the back of the site where we see issues with daylight,
privacy and private space predominantly arise.
Other benefits of this include:
• Encourages development to front the street ensuring better oversight
• Keeps more open space and lower density
Beyond the first 20 metres, we propose keeping the side yard and recession planes
of the existing three storey zone in Auckland (Mixed Housing Urban). This requires
development to be set back further from the boundary and means three storeys will
not be able to be achieved unless it is a particularly wide site, in which design issues
can be better addressed.
Our standards still allow for ‘traditional infill’ of a low number of new units at the rear
of sites but with restrictions in place to ensure privacy and quality outcomes. Low
levels of infill development at the rear of sites can have a role in addressing the
housing crisis. For example, an additional house or granny flat, particularly on larger
sections. However, higher quantities and densities will lead to negative outcomes
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Our other standards
Going beyond the focus on built form outlook and privacy. We have a number of
other standards designed to ensure good outcomes in urban redevelopment.
Outdoor Living Space
Currently, the MDRS standards a minimum outdoor living space, which is great but
can be improved by having it scale in proportion to the unit size. This means a large
standalone or terraced house would require a larger outdoor space, while smaller
townhouses and in particular apartments can be allowed something smaller.
Ensuring Green Space
Currently, the MDRS standards do not include any measure that ensures a level
of green space or amenity. The standards rely on a 60% maximum impervious
surface to try and achieve this. However, there are many ways developments can
have impervious surfaces for car parking and outdoor spaces which sit outside this
standard.
Our standards include options. This recognises that sites differ and some approaches
would not work well on irregular shaped site and can work differently with different
typologies and development styles.
The options, which developments must meet at least one of, are:
•
•
•

Minimum of 35% landscaped area
1 tree per unit with a 3m x 3m unobstructed area to allow the tree to achieve
maturity. If the development keeps an existing mature tree within the design then
this can be traded in place of a tree required under this standard.
A 6 metre setback from the rear boundary. If multiple neighbouring
developments choose this option, it will create a core open space running through
the centre of the street block between sites, further improving privacy outcomes.
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Table 1: Alternative Medium Density Residential Standards

Standard
Dwellings Permitted
(Max)

Medium Density
Residential
Standards
•

Three (Permitted)

•
•

5 Permitted
6 or more Restricted
Discretionary

Maximum Height

11m + 1m

11m + 1m

Height in Relation to
Boundary

6m high at site boundary
+ 60°

•

Setbacks
(Minimum Depth)

•

Building Coverage
(Maximum)

50% coverage of the site

First 20m from
frontage: N/A
• Beyond 20m from
frontage: 3m high at
site boundary + 45°
• 0m of the front yard
boundary
• 0m of the side yard
boundaries within 20m
of the front boundary
• 1m of the side yard
boundary beyond 20m
of the front boundary
• 1m of the rear
boundary
50% coverage of the site

Impervious Surface
(Maximum)

60% coverage of the site

60% coverage of the site

•
•

2.5m of the front yard
boundary
1m of the side yard
boundaries
1m of the rear
boundary
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Table 1: Alternative Medium Density Residential Standards (Continued)

Standard
Outdoor living space
(min)
(d) – dimension
(GF) – ground floor
(UF) upper floo

Outlook space (per unit)

Green Space

Medium Density
Residential
Standards
•

15m² for house at
ground floor, with a
minimum dimension of
3m
• 8m² for houses with
no ground floor per
floor, with a minimum
dimension of 1.8m
• 3m x 3m space from
the principal living
room
• From all other
habitable rooms: 1m x
1m
N/A

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
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20% of the unit size
for house at ground
floor, with a minimum
dimension of 3m
15% for houses with
no ground floor per
floor, with a minimum
dimension of 1.8m
36 x 4m space from
the principal living
room
From all other
habitable rooms: 1m x
1m
One of the following
Minimum of 35%
landscaped area
1 tree per unit with a
3m x 3m unobstructed
area to allow the tree
to achieve maturity. If
the development keeps
an existing mature tree
within the design then
this can be traded in
place of a tree required
under this standard.
A 6 metre setback from
the rear boundary. If
multiple neighbouring
developments choose
this option, it will create
a core open space
running through the
centre of the street
block between sites,
further improving
privacy outcomes.
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